A protein kinase C inhibitor induces phenotypic reversion of ras-transformed pancreatic cancer cells and cooperatively blocks tumor cell proliferation with an anti- ras peptide.
We have previously found that the staurosporine derivative, CGP 41 251, that has a high specificity for inhibiting protein kinase C (PKC), selectively blocks oncogenic ras-p21-induced oocyte maturation and that PKC and jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK), with which oncogenic ras-p21 directly interacts, reciprocally require each other's activation. We sought to determine whether CGP 41 251 blocks proliferation of ras-transformed mammalian cells and whether it synergistically exerts this effect with a ras-p21 peptide (residues 96-110) that interferes with the interaction of ras-p21 with JNK. We incubated ras-transformed rat pancreatic cancer TUC-3 cells and their normal counterpart pancreatic acinar BMRPA1 cells with CGP 42 251 alone and in the presence of the ras-p21 96-110 peptide, both in pre- and post-monolayer phases and determined cell counts and morphology and, for TUC-3 cells, their ability to grow on soft agar. In the post-monolayer experiments, we also evaluated these parameters after withdrawal of these agents. CGP 41 251, but not its inactive analogue, CGP 42 700, blocked pre-monolayer growth and reduced post-monolayer cell counts of both TUC-3 and BMRPA1 cells (IC(50) 0.28 and 0.35 micro M, respectively). After 2 weeks of treatment, all the remaining TUC-3 cells exhibited the untransformed phenotype. Withdrawal of CGP 41 251 resulted in almost complete regrowth of the normal BMRPA1 cells while the reverted TUC-3 cells grew much more slowly. These effects were greatly enhanced by the presence of the ras-p21 96-110 peptide. CGP 41 251 strongly blocks growth of ras-transformed pancreatic cancer cells by causing cell death and by induction of phenotypic reversion. The enhancement of this effect by the ras-p21 96-110 peptide indicated synergy between it and CGP 41 251, allowing it to block proliferation of the transformed cells selectively. These findings suggest the possibility of using these two agents in anticancer therapy.